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Removing the ACA’s Small Group Deductible Caps 

Supporters and critics of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) have been reluctant to open the Act to 

legislative change.  Yet there are some aspects of the new law both sides agree need to be changed. 

Lifting the law’s caps on the maximum deductible for small group plans is a bipartisan, 

commonsense reform that could reduce extra expense for millions of small businesses and working 

families while generating significant taxpayer savings. 

Reasons for supporting a lifting of the current deductible caps include: 

1) Protect small businesses and their employees from unnecessary plan upheaval and premium

increases – At least 27 percent of covered workers would see their premiums rise.   Enrollment

in small group bronze plans would be 17 percent higher without an ACA deductible cap,

according to health analytics firm Avalere.

2) Guard against erosion of small group coverage – Rising premiums will induce many small

businesses to drop employee health coverage altogether—resulting in more workers receiving

taxpayers subsidies through the ACA health exchanges.

3) Savings of $1.2 billion over 10 years – According to Avalere, repeal will translate to 56,000

fewer workers receiving government subsidies on the ACA’s health exchanges.

4) HHS already acknowledges that the statutory deductible caps are unworkable – The

Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), in its 2/25/13 final regulation concerning

Essential Health Benefits & related matters, includes a provision that effectively waives

application of the deductible caps where “reasonably necessary” to meet the ACA’s required

actuarial values (e.g., bronze, silver, gold).

5) But HHS’ proposed deductible cap “waiver” lacks both the clarity and certainty small

businesses need -- HHS has effectively placed the deductible cap issue in limbo –

acknowledging on the one hand that the caps should not be enforced as written in the statute,

while at the same time offering only a vague intention to look the other way if plans exceed the

caps but are acting “reasonably.”

6) HHS’ proposed waiver flexibility is time-limited – The HHS regulation states that the waiver

flexibility will expire in three years.

7) The proposed ‘waiver’ is also rescindable or amendable at any time – Employers and insurers

also have no assurance that HHS will not withdraw its statement of flexibility, or that the agency

will not choose to define away its meaning via future informal ‘guidance.’

8) Permanent statutory relief is needed to give small businesses and health plans the bankable

certainty they need to plan and invest for the future.  Statutory removal of the deductible cap

provision would both formalize a direction HHS has already endorsed (not forcing unreasonable

premiums on consumers simply to meet statutory deductible caps) – and at the same time give

plans and consumers certainty that they can fully count on the savings that deductible cap relief

will provide.


